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SOLUTION

GPS fleet and equipment management system to help you connect  
and manage your fleet, equipment, work, and workers intelligently. 
 
Trimble PULSE® is Trimble’s pioneering IoT connectivity platform for off and on-highway construction 
vehicles and equipment. Trimble PULSE helps construction companies establish connectivity between the 
office and the jobsite enabling them to make the right decisions at the right time. It keeps equipment and 
fleet managers abreast of the latest information coming in from their fleet, helping them proactively manage 
downtime and maximize uptime.

Trimble PULSE
Maximize Construction Fleet Uptime with Telematics



What to expect

ENHANCED VISIBILITY
 
High-valued equipment, such as excavators, dozers, lifts, and generators, 
can move from one job site to the next making it difficult to understand and 
keep track of where assets are. If a piece of equipment changes location, or 
the engine turns off, an alert is triggered and you can receive an exception 
alert. Even if onsite, tracking information can be accessed on the mobile 
application so there’s no delay while you return to the office. You can act 
quickly and keep downtime to a minimum.

IMPROVED UTILIZATION 
Businesses can monitor their assets and generate on-demand utilization reports to 
determine which are being under-utilized across sites. With this information, they 
are better placed to plan how assets are deployed, if any should be re-allocated, 
which are most in demand or compare usage of owned versus rented equipment.
 
If an urgent job requires an asset to be immediately reallocated, any idle units or 
those closest to the construction site can be identified and reassigned to ensure 
delays are not incurred.
 
What’s more, the ability to create accurate utilization reports per job site can 
help businesses to improve job bids and win more business. Indeed, knowing the 
actual equipment operating hours and fuel consumption for past projects helps 
companies to bid competitively and can mean the difference between winning  
and losing a contract. 

EFFICIENT MAINTENANCE 

Having the means to understand when planned maintenance should be 
scheduled, based on the actual usage of the asset, can help keeping equipment 
running reliably and mitigates the risk of unplanned outages, which are a major 
source of delays.
 
Adopting a preventative and predictive approach to service and maintenance 
as opposed to a break/fix service structure, maximizes the long term usage. 
In the event of a piece of equipment breaking down, real-time intelligence into 
its location and diagnostics status enables businesses to retrieve it for service 
immediately whilst a nearest available asset can be identified and reallocated, 
helping to minimize further downtime. Furthermore, tracking service vehicles 
alongside assets and deploying the nearest service technician to a broken-down 
asset  becomes a simple task and can improve response times considerably.
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FLEET MONITORING

        Features

        UTILIZATION

        MAINTENANCE

 ► Ignition and running status
 ► Battery level alerts
 ► Event timeline and travel path 
 ► Mapping and geofences
 ► Speeding and idling alerts
 ► Location, time, and proximity alerts
 ► Fault codes and seat belt alerts 
 ► Engine hours
 ► Motion with ignition off alerts
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 ► Maintenance plans for equipment  
and vehicles

 ► Intervals based on hours, time,  
or odometer

 ► Multiple maintenance items per schedule
 ► OEM plans and schedules
 ► Record maintenance performed per plan 
 ► Capture unplanned service or maintenance
 ► Alerts when maintenance is due

 ► Vehicle distance and idle time
 ► Equipment operating hours
 ► Equipment run time and idle time
 ► Fuel consumption and fuel levels
 ► Movement history
 ► Fleet utilization views
 ► Reporting by organization, group and location



INSPECTIONS

        DRIVER SAFETY

 ► Configurable mobile inspection forms
 ► Photo and notes attachment
 ► Inspection and maintenance record keeping 

associated with vehicle or equipment
 ► Mobile location capture on inspection
 ► Service requests automatically generated  

from remote inspections 

 ► View driver behavior trends across your organization
 ► Generate team and site dashboards
 ► Dangerous location mapping to improve route plans
 ► Incident mapping and history capture
 ► Individual driver mobile scorecards
 ► Vehicle event intelligence
 ► Posted speed corrections
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DRIVER LOGS

 ► Automatic recording of hours driven,  
remaining drive time, and breaks

 ► Vehicle inspection logs and data transfer  
for ease of verification

 ► Proactively prevent incidents by ensuring  
roadworthiness of vehicles and safe  
driving practices

 ► Comply with FMCSA HOS and DVIR legislation
 ► Enable drivers to easily enter and submit daily  

logs from tamper-proof in-cab devices
 ► Ensure accuracy and quick data sharing with the back office
 ► Use truck-specific routing and navigation with your fleet



        REPORTING

       AEMP & INTEGRATIONS

 ► Tailored data aggregation
 ► Search and filter
 ► Configurable columns
 ► One-off or scheduled exports

 ► Manage mixed fleets of vehicles, heavy  
equipment and assets in a single portal

 ► Connect to other construction tools and  
related systems using a robust set of APIs

 ► Easily import or export fleet telematics data  
using the AEMP standards

 ► Synchronize your data with existing business  
systems, ERP, or dealer management systems.
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FOR MORE INFORMATION AND TO SCHEDULE A DEMO,  
contact us at 877-728-7623 or TrimblePULSESales@trimble.com.


